
Hey There YES! Lifer & Xtraordinary Game-Changer! So thrilled to Suit Up on the adventure 2-gether! Our goal in this
newsletter is to give you quick hits of inspiration to ignite and fuel you on the heroic journey. Although we would be sad to
see you relinquish the XG League Team Cape we know you will continue to make awesome strides in shifting this world for
WoW...so please know...
 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Welcome to On a YES! Note ~ News 2 Ignite & Fuel ur Fired-Up Life n' Works
This Oct 2015 Edition:

Feature Article ~ 90% of the Battle Won - What about the other 10%?"
YESpiration 4 Limitlessness ~ Happy Peace Day everyday!

Mad Guffaw 2 Lighten Life
Xtraordinary Game-Changing Links ~ From Awfuls to Waffles - Sweet Perspective

at 7 
The Phone Booth Project ~ A Heroic Overview 4 Newbies

Got Yours Yet?? YES! Awesome, pass it on :) FREE eBook, The MAD Hero's
Manifesto

October 2015

Hello Xtraordinary Game-Changers:
A Fall Intent On Soaring

As we embark on a glorious fall, and leaves turn and tumble, I hope you are spurred forth
as I am at this time of year, to reflect, rejuvenate and refocus on all the soaring I desire to
do, inside and out. Each autmn it seems the world calls us to busy and, in this, we must
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not loose focus on balancing creation (out there) with connection (in here). This Oct edition
of On a YES! Note is designed to get you considering what it will take for you to set the
tone for a season of purposeful planning and action, taking you and your world to the next
level of Heroic WoW.

If this is your first ride with us, WELLcome! If you're returning, thrilled you keep coming back for
more. We hope this info is a Heroic Infusion for your day and month and you feel a tingle knowing
someone gets mad, passionate you and that you wrap up this read with new tidbits of info,
inspired ideas and are so fired-up, that you can't wait to take action in a way that serves you, your
family and the world. 
(For Newbies, scroll down a little to get the skinny on the big idea we're soaring with here).

In celebration of the Cape and the one inside it (XGer YOU!),
Jennifer 
 

Feature Article:  "90% of the Battle Won"

What a surprising,surreal shake-down and soar-back-up year it has been, Mad
Crazy to say the least. Job loss, financial shuffle, massive concussion and a
regrouping of how to be and live, moving across the country, releasing what was
to engage in what new dreams could be realized, feeling like we're beginning
again while focused on evolving a family of four. And in it all I have to say, WoW,
what a ride, and yet not the kind that rocked our world, but rather a flow that
empowered us to embark on visions anew. 

Every year on my birthday I put aside Year-End Retreat time to reflect, explore
and set Mad Intentions for the year to come. This is alsothe time when I select
(or rather open and receive from that higher, wiser me) a Theme or Mantra that
ignites the intention for it all. 

Last year it was Lightness - to be light and easy through all of life, to move toward
the light and reflect that Divine within myself and align with the possibilities that
flowed forth from that space. Well... shortly after I put that in place: I connected
with Karen Klassen of Women Embracing Brilliance who asked me to be part of
her Ignite the Light Virtual Summit and to be a presenter at her Women
Embracing Brilliance Kananaskis retreat; I decided to come to Calgary to launch
a client's business and finally bring The Phone Booth Project to the World; we
watched Everest College of Canada crumble and did all we could to instill a
sense of peace, connection and hope in students and staff across the province;
and, when all was said and done, I took the time to complete my first e-book The



Mad Hero's Manifesto and then we reached out to return to Calgary to live and
within 6 weeks were back where our hearts seem to sing most vibrantly.

And in it all, although there were moments of wonder and a grieving of release,
we held fast to the Light of our Love as a family and honed our sights in on WoW!
What's Next? (You know that feeling you had when you were in your 20s just
starting out and felt no burdens and hardly ever shoulda'd all over yourself? That
feeling.) 

We held space for the dream and the possibilities and let that Lightness permeate
our decisions and followed it all the way in and home to here and now.

And so, this birthday came and in my Retreat n' Reflection I was awed by all that
had transpired and moved-to-delight by how we have endured and sweetly
evolved in it all. "So what of this year?" I thought. The flashes, sparks and ideas
were subtler, simpler somehow, and then the words came, spreading over and
through me like a cool, gracious rain ...

Nothing now to do my girl but Show Up: 
Show Up on the cushion (to meditate and
connect within),
Show Up on the mat (and move the Divine
through every fiber of your vibrant body)
Show up at the desk (Let the inspiration flllllow
forth and write, write, write that
Mad Hero's Handbook to put your life's vision and
work with your family to paper to share and inspire the
world with)

The most amazing times of my life have been when
I realized ~ first, that I don't want to do any of this
alone and second, that I don't have to. Then I open and let in and flow from
the essence and limitless power common within us all, that begs for us to
release, surrender and allow so that magnificence can be realized through us and
our works in the world.

And so 90% our battle is won just by simply Showing Up. And what of the other
10%? Well, that my kindred friends, is what we DO with what we learn and
experience in the moments when we Show Up. Be rest assured the Universe is
patiently waiting to allow the influx of ideas to burst forth as soon as you open
those gates even an itty, bitty bit!

How will you Show Up this year, and what oh what will you do with the
surprising, surreal, shake-up, lift-you-to-the-sky opportunities that pour in when



you listen and deliver from that heroic, ancient well of wisdom that exists to ignite
and fuel your most Divine existence? 

 
I would LOVE to hear :) Send me an email with your inspired ideas or share them
to fuel ideas in others at our facebook page...
www.facebook.com/thephoneboothproject  

And,in follow up to last month's article...

#2 Truth to Living your Mad, YES! Life
 
Fuel a Fully Meditated Life

We can only give what we first possess ourselves and that wise Guru, Goddess
within you is longing to connect and co-create your Limitless Life. 

Your Mission (should you choose to accept it)... 
Find ways to Show Up on that cushion, on the mat, along the trail, in the garden ~
Wherever and however you are called to make stillness and silence priority. Then
listen carefully, act accordingly and watch intently as those deep held longings
begin to unfold before your very eyes. 

And so it is... 

YESpiration:  4 LimitlessNESS

Happy 'Peace Day' each and every moment of your life...
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Sept 21st was International Peace Day, but oh how we want and need this
sentiment to be carried forth each and every day of the year, each and every
moment of our lives, above all else. May you tap this magic always, as you
Show Up and find ways to clear the clutter and the noise and create and live from
Limitless Space, not just for you, but for us all!

Mad Guffaw to Lighten Life

A tribute to All you #XtraordinaryGameChangers who have waltzed, leapt,
sauntered, spilled over The Edge. You know who you are and your spirit and the
soul of the world is the more for it!! And I love you for it! 
And if you're, just now, teetering on the precipice...Give 'Er!



Xtraordinary Game-Changing Links

Click 2 connect with
The Phone Booth
Project blog & our latest
posts...

From Awfuls to Waffles

Sweet Gratitude for
Precious Pampering
 

The Phone Booth Project: A Heroic Overview for Newbies

This On a YES! Note newsletter and The Phone Booth Project is gaining fab
momentum and as such we have newbies joining us almost daily. Folks are
stepping into The Booth with us from many venues - talks, workshops,
community connections and serendipitous-seeming-chance meetings. As such,
want you to have all the info and overview you need on the magic we're brewing
up with this vision. So stoked to embark on this Xtraordinary Game-Changing
adventure with you. This is a vision and a dream-made-real and to share it with a
community of heroic leaders and co-creators, the likes of you, leaves me tingling
in my cape and itching to soar.  :)  
Here is the gist of our Purpose, Mission and Goal...
 
Heroic Purpose 
Using The Phone Booth, a metaphor for transformation, or more accurately a 'return' to the
heroic possibilities that lie within, we encourage all to:

Step In - See and Celebrate the Hero Within and the Hero in All those around us
and Heroic Action that is taking place in families, communities and the world

Suit Up - Own that Hero within, recognizing our worth and knowing that we have a
purpose in our Being and DOing in this life, that our innate abilities are to be shared
for the YES!-Life-Potential for All!

Fuel Up - Feed Bod, Brain and Being with that which serves, heals and fuels the
greatest gifts we are given in this human form, the skin we're in, the mind we use to
contemplate and create and the Being that brings the essence of our heart into it all.

Soar - INgage (go within and center ourselves in our innate wisdom) and Engage
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(connect with and inspire others) in Xtraordinary Game-Changing Missions of the Me
& We sort

Me Missions are those daily conscious acts of value that center, inspire and
empower the Self and our families.
We Missions are about the contributions we make to communities and for
global good.

Our audience is the HERO that longs to emerge from within us all in our personal and
professional lives, within our families and in the boardroom AND we also focus on the
next generation of Heroes we are inspiring and leading through our authentic action and
supporting the mentors they need to evolve with Heroic Grace to Don that Innate
Cape of Magnificence.
 
Our goal in all this is to Ignite the Hero within & Fuel Heroism in the world by empowering
all to Suit Up with SIMPLE, Daily-Doable Tips & Tools for Cultivating and Living a Heroic
Life!
 
 

Our Gift to Mad Heroic YOU:  Click & Claim FREE

The Mad Hero's Manifesto

If you haven't already, please get your copy of (or
pass on to a friend) 
The Mad Hero's Manifesto. I poured my heart and
soul in and came out wearing a cape...hope that it
will ignite you, fuel you on your journey and you'll
emerge fired-up to Suit Up with us and in your own
heroic ways.

What fellow XGers are saying about 
The Mad Hero's Manifesto...

~~~

"Who doesn't want to believe in their own worth, their own unique
value?

With The Mad Hero's Manifesto, Jennifer Maki and her Phone Booth
Project are calling on us to bring forth our hero and own our true power
and suit up with others bringing forth their best selves. 

After reading The Mad Hero's Manifesto, I wanted to get on my
superhero cape (in my case, it's a wonder woman bracelet) and jump
up and shout that
I'm here and I'm ready to share and soar with other like-minded souls. I
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want to be an Xtraordinary Game-Changer too."  
 
Steffi Black,  
New Direction Expert & Kindness Advocate for Schools and Corporations
www.steffiblackcoaching.com
Twitter Handle @SteffiBlack

~~~

"The first moment I met Jennifer I sensed her divine, positive and absolutely
amazing soul and when I read her book I knew that my first impression was
more than correct. If you would like to discover how to live extraordinary positive
life I recommend, from every fiber of my being Jennifer's The Mad Hero's
Manifesto. Read it and you will discover how magnificent you are and your heart
will become part of the Xtraordinary Game-Changers league, just like mine is." 

Catherine B. Roy
Author, inspired creator,
Live from Your Heart and Mind
Find her amazing, award-winning works, here:
 LinkedIn Twitter Facebook FB page

Inside The Booth:  The Who & Why

Jennifer Maki & Project YES! Life...
Jennifer Maki is a Seeker, Speaker, Executive Coach, Facilitator, Chief
Visionary Officer & Owner of Project YES! Life, and above all, a Mom and
LifeSchool Educator for her brilliant boys. Most recently, Jennifer is author of
The Mad Hero's Manifesto and founder of The Phone Booth Project, a
movement to ignite the hero within us all and fuel heroic action in the world.
 
Jennifer's career in Communications, Public Relations and Leadership
Development for over 15 years, has spanned the British West Indies, Europe,
the US and Canada. From agency and non-profit to innovative entrepreneurs, Jennifer has
empowered leaders and teams to transform inspired visions into powerful programs to initiate
change. Her clients have been featured by the likes of The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, Money Magazine and CBC TV and CBC Radio to name a few.  
 
Project YES! Life's: Inner Leadership Development workshops; YES! Life Retreats; UCoachU2
YES! program; inspired Keynotes on 7 Truths to Living Your YES! Life & Unleashing the Guru
Within; On a YES!! Note FREE Newsletter; and, social media feeds are all designed to Ignite &
Fuel our YES!, Best life, so that we Matter to those who share our journey and this planet. 
 
But what sparked her desire to Step In to the Phone Booth and Don the Cape of Possibility with
her kids and form a league of Xtraordinary Game-Changers?
 
Her life-long study of the tenacity and depth of the human spirit;
people put to the test who come out swinging and inspiring despite the odds;
the ordinary heroes who reveal the potential for extraordinary within us all.
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And her vision is to show the people of this world just how powerful they are to Shift the World for
WoW, and to encourage and support the parents and mentors ushering in the next generation of
Xtraordinary Game-Changers.
 
To explore the ways in which we can Suit Up & support one another on our Xtraordinary Game-
Changing Missions, connect at any & all of our Links just below! 
 

Jennifer Maki | Project YES! Life |587-832-HERO(4376) 
| jennifer@jennifermaki.com | www.jennifermaki.com 
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